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❖CME+CVL.

❖D3 lymphadenectomy.

❖D2 lymphadenectomy. 

CME+CVL Conventional



Halsted, 1896

General Principles of Surgical 
Oncology :

Curative operation entails complete 
excision of the tumor and inclusion 

of its lymphatic bed.



Background 
• After adoption of the TME for rectal cancer, significant 

reduction in the local recurrence rate and improved 
survival.

• Surgeons shifted to improve the quality of surgery for 
colon cancer via extended surgery, including the D3
dissection and complete mesocolic excision (CME).

Heald et al . Br J Surg. 1982;69:613–616.

Heald & Ryall . Lancet.1986;327:1479–1482.
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Color Dis.2009;11:354-364.

Lancet. 986;1(8496):1479-1480.

Dig Surg 2015;32:291–300.



1st ESCP



1. Sharp dissection of the visceral plane from the retroperitoneal plane

→Avoid any breaching of the visceral fascia layer. 

2. The origin of the colonic arteries can be well exposed &tied centrally.

→Ensure maximal harvest of the regional LNs.

3. Outcome: Local recurrence: 3.6%.

Overall survival: 89%.

Hohenberger et al. Colorectal Dis 2009;11:354-364



1. Removal of entire envelope of mesentery along the 

embryological avascular planes.



2. CVL to maximize dissection of central LNs.



LN stations 



LN stations 



• 2. Adequate length of colonic 
resection

– Remove all pericolic 
(D1) lymph nodes

• 3. High vascular tie at the 
origins of blood supply

– Remove all 
intermediate (D2) + 
central (D3) lymph 
nodes

– Lymphatic spread 
follows colonic arteries 
in mesocolon

• High tie central 
origin->maximal 
harvest regional 
lymph node

Japanese D3 
Dissection

Ueno, H., & Sugihara, K. Japanese D3 Dissection. Surgical 

Treatment of Colorectal Cancer, 2018; 259–266. 



D3 
lymphadenectomy 

for Right-sided 
colon cancer

Ueno, H., & Sugihara, K. Japanese D3 Dissection. Surgical 

Treatment of Colorectal Cancer, 2018; 259–266. 



D3 
lymphadenectomy 
for left-sided colon 

cancer& rectal 
cancer.

Ueno, H., & Sugihara, K. Japanese D3 Dissection. Surgical 

Treatment of Colorectal Cancer, 2018; 259–266. 



D3 dissection around IMA with low tie



CVL with Right hemicolectomy



CME vs. Conventional resection 



CME
Vs

Conventional resection

• Is CME + CVL 
better than 
conventional 
resection?

Sigmoid 
colectomy

Right 
hemicolectomy

CME Conventional



CME vs conventional resection : 
on specimen quality



Method of assessment 
of specimen quality.

➢ (A) distance from the 
tumor to the high 
vascular tie

➢ (B) closest bowel wall to 
the high vascular tie

➢ (C) length of the large 
bowel  

➢ (D) area of mesentery

West, et al . J Clin Oncol.2010;28(2):272–278.





CME produces a better quality of resected specimen

✓ Larger area of mesentery removed.

✓ 196cm2 vs 118cm2 (P<0.0001).

✓ Longer bowel segments resected.

✓ 31.4cm vs 20.6cm (P<0.0001).

✓ Higher vascular tie achieved.

✓ 13.1cm vs 9cm (P<0.0001).

✓ More lymph node yielded.

✓ 30 vs 18 (P<0.0001).



CME vs. Conventional resection 

Short term outcome 



➢ Results:
❖ CME has higher incidence of intra-

operative injury(spleen, SMV, 
colon)[9.1% vs 3.6%, p<0.001].

❖ CME has higher risk of post-operative 
sepsis requiring vasopressors[6.6% vs
3.2%, p=0.001].

❖ 30-day and 90-day mortality was 
similar[6.2% vs 4.9%, p=0.2].

4 large centers in Denmark, 2008-
2013.

529 CME and 1701 controls.

Laparoscopic operation done in 49% 
CME cases and 69% conventional 
cases.



➢ Results
❖ Postoperative complications: the 

same.
❖ Less frequent Clavien-Dindo

[III−IV] complications in the CME 
group [1%] vs [3%], p=0·022.

❖ More common vascular injury in 
the CME group [3%] vs [1%], 
p=0·045.

➢ Conclusion 
❖ Although CME procedure might 

increase the risk of intraoperative 
vascular injury, it generally seems to 
be safe and feasible with 
experienced surgeons.

17 hospital in china between 2016-
2019.

455 CME and 500 D2

3 year disease free survival  & 
Intraoperative or postoperative 
complication(30day).



CME vs. Conventional resection 

Long term outcome 



CME vs conventional resection : 
on long-term outcome

➢ Results

❖ Improved overall 4yDFS[86% vs
76%, P=0.001]

❖ Lower recurrence[11% vs 16%, 
P=0.028].

❖ Multivariate analysis showed 
CME as a predictor of survival for 
all patients (stage I-III)[P=0.0025].

❖ More stage ll patients received 
adjuvant chemotherapy in the 
CME group[24.9% vs 15%, 
p=0.0053].

4 large centers in Denmark, 2008-
2011.

364 CME and 1031 controls

R1 resection and stage IV diseases 
excluded



OSDFS



➢ 31 studies: 26 640 patients(13 830 CME/D3 vs.12 810 conventional).

➢ 3,5Y OS was higher in the CME/D3 group, p= 0.016.

➢ 5Y DFS also demonstrated CME/D3 superiority, p<0.001.

➢ Overall complication same.



➢ 29 studies were enrolled (2592 patients).

➢ CME &D3 had a longer colonic resection, a wider resection of mesentery and 
more harvested LNs.

➢ Significant decrease in local recurrence in patients undergoing CME + D3.

➢ Significant improvement in 3Y and 5Y OS rates.

➢ Improving survival in patients with stage II and III disease.



CME vs. D3



• The literature has often used the terminologies D3 dissection 
and CME interchangeably.

• Both have similar concept as regard mesocolic dissection 
plane. 

• Both have equivalent distance from the high vascular tie to 
the bowel wall.

• CME procedure requires proximal vascular ligation, but does 
not specify dissection at the origin of the feeding vessels.

• D3 removes the LNs depending on tumor location(main LN).

• CME technique is more radical because it includes removal of 
the nearby vascular arcade beyond 10-cm margin. Hence, 
large area of mesentery is obtained and longer bowel is 
resected. 

Hashiguchi Y, et al. Br J Surg. 2011;98:1171–8.
J Clin Oncol. 2012;20;30.1763-9

West, et al . J Clin Oncol.2010;28(2):272–278.



J Clin Oncol. 2012;20;30.1763-9

CME with CVL D3 dissection P value

Mesocolic plane 

resection rate
High High

Length of specimen (mm) 324 162 < 0.001

Nodal yield, median 

(range)
32 18 < 0.001

Distance from the high 

vascular tie
100 99 0.605

Amount of mesentery 

(mm2)
17957 8309 < 0.001



CME vs
conventional 

resections

❖CME
➢Higher operative 

morbidity??!!

➢Better quality of 
surgical specimen.

➢Better local control & 
improved survival.

Summary and conclusion



Extent of 
lymphadenectomy 

in 
c Stage 0-III colon 

cancer.

Ueno, H., & Sugihara, K. Japanese D3 Dissection. 

Surgical Treatment of Colorectal Cancer, 2018; 

259–266. 

Summary and conclusion
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